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Paper 3 (Alternative to Coursework), maximum raw mark 20

This mark scheme is published as an aid to teachers and candidates, to indicate the requirements of
the examination. It shows the basis on which Examiners were instructed to award marks. It does not
indicate the details of the discussions that took place at an Examiners’ meeting before marking began.
All Examiners are instructed that alternative correct answers and unexpected approaches in
candidates’ scripts must be given marks that fairly reflect the relevant knowledge and skills
demonstrated.
Mark schemes must be read in conjunction with the question papers and the report on the
examination.

•

CIE will not enter into discussions or correspondence in connection with these mark schemes.

CIE is publishing the mark schemes for the October/November 2007 question papers for most IGCSE,
GCE Advanced Level and Advanced Subsidiary Level syllabuses and some Ordinary Level
syllabuses.
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Grade Descriptors
The descriptors are an attempt to guide examiners to an understanding of the qualities normally
expected of, or ‘typical’ of work in the band. They must not be interpreted as hurdle statements.
Together with the marking notes specific to the passage/poem set for the examination, they form a
means of general guidance. However, as is emphasised later in the Marking Notes, the photostats
taken from work produced in the examination will be the principal means by which we shall standardise
the marking.
Band 9
Band 8

0–1
2–3

Band 7

4–5

Band 6

6–8

Band 5

9–11

Band 4

12–14

Band 3

15–17

Bands 1 and 2

18–20

The answer does not meet the criteria for Band 8
Candidates will –
show just a very little awareness of ….
Candidates will –
make a few straightforward points about….
Candidates will –
make some straightforward points about…
show a little understanding of…
Candidates will –
begin to develop a response…..
show some understanding of….
Candidates will –
make a sensible response….
show reasonable understanding of….
show a little awareness of the way language works…
Candidates will –
make a considered, sustained response.
show clear understanding of ….
show some awareness of the way language works….
Candidates will –
sustain a perceptive, convincing response
show extensive understanding
respond sensitively to the way language works…

In this Syllabus we aim to encourage the candidates to make some personal response to their
reading. That means that, while we may have legitimate expectations to the ground most answers
may occupy, we must at times be prepared to meet the candidates on their chosen ground.
We must try at all times to tease out what the candidate is trying to say to us. We must recognise
that it is possible for a candidate whose technical command of English is limited, but whose
language still manages to communicate understanding, to receive high marks. Nor should we
reward fluency and display of literary terms if we feel that there is little evidence of such
understanding. Of course, those who have linguistic capabilities of a high order are more likely to
be able to convince us that they have insight, but please remember that we are looking for literary
response, not language skills. Other areas of IGCSE assess the latter very well.
It is vital that we constantly remind ourselves that this is unseen work and we should not be
overcritical of an occasional false note or misunderstanding. We are marking the quality of the
process of engaging with literature, and not merely assessing the accuracy or otherwise of the
conclusions reached. Above all, we should be alert to any response to the affective power of the
words, however it might be expressed.
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This is a working document; it is not exhaustive; it does not provide “correct” answers. The Marking
Notes can only provide “best guesses” about how the questions will work out and is subject to revision
after we have looked at a wide range of scripts. The comments on the individual bands are intended
to add flesh to the descriptors in the generic mark-scheme.
General Notes on Question 1
It is not expected that the candidates will quibble about who ‘the poet’ actually is. It is hoped that
either they will ignore the question of identity or will treat ‘the poet’ as a conflation of Ovid and
Hughes. The words might be said to be Hughes’s words, the narrative and the imagery, Ovid’s. If
anyone does choose to try to separate them, we should be amazed and delighted.
The question focuses on the human emotions in the story and the way Hughes/Ovid makes them
seem so intense. Echo can be seen as the lonely, jilted would-be lover. She also suffers in extremis
from a situation that of having to follow the male lead in all social intercourse.
The bullet points, on this occasion, follow the narrative chronologically. They focus on the way the
poet has told the story and the highest marks should go to the candidates who have appreciated
Hughes’s use of words and the variety of poetic techniques which enhance the pathos of the
narrative.
Marks 2–5

There will probably be a general response to the situation rather than the writing in
answers in this band. Narrative answers, with little direct emphasis on the pathos,
are likely to abound in this band. Answers might be obscure and/or brief. There may
be significant errors of understanding.

Marks 6–8

There should be a clear focus on the pathos in this band but more emphasis on
describing the situation of Echo and almost none on the poet’s use of words.
Alternatively, there may be answers which refer to literary techniques but cannot
relate these to the question as it stands. Answers in this range will often paraphrase
parts of the poem. There may be errors of understanding.

Marks 9–11

There should be some attempt to come to terms with the question. There should be a
clear understanding of the situation and why Echo finds it so painful. There will be
some sign that the candidate has appreciated the words and images used by the
poet, but we must be ready to accept that this might not be explicitly expressed. Very
creative paraphrases might be more appropriately placed in a higher band, but
typically in this band, we might see flat, selective paraphrases echoing relevant
details of the narrative, but not fully bringing out their poignancy. If candidates do
manage to make some elementary comments on the use of language, we will not
expect them to be very convincing in this mark range.

Marks 12–14

There should be a response to Echo’s misery and an attempt to make something of
the first two bullet points at least. However, comments will be very basic in this mark
area. On the first bullet point, characteristically, we might expect a brief comment on
at least one of the similes in the first stanza and perhaps some comment on a word
such as ‘snatch’ or ‘burst’ to show her desperation. In response to the second bullet
point, it is hoped that there would be some appreciation of the frenzied repetition of
phrases but again, the commentary will not be developed. We must be ready to
reward creative paraphrase which shows indirectly that the candidate has appreciated
the poetry of the narrative.
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Marks 15–17

In this mark range, we might expect a more developed treatment of each of the bullet
points. The last stanza should prove a treasure trove for candidates who are able to
make a more developed response to language. The sad description of Echo wasting
away, unseen and uncomforted is very moving. The accumulative images of her
decline are worthy of extended comment. There should, in this range, be a sensitive
awareness to the pathos at each stage of the poem.

Marks 18–20

There might, in this range, be a more developed understanding and empathy with the
roots of Echo’s unhappiness, her inability because of circumstance to let her feelings
be known in the first instance; the frustration of unrequited love; her brief hopes –
raised only to be dashed again; the frantic dialogue; the humiliation of the rejection;
the desperation at the end. Candidates in this area might declare themselves by their
more precise dissection of her feelings and their ability to relate their comments on
language and narrative technique to this deeper understanding. As always, we will
reserve the very highest marks for those who have engaged deeply with the poetry of
the narrative, and have responded to the ebb and flow of the verse.

General Notes on Question 2
The two aspects of the task – to demonstrate how Poe engages the reader’s interest and builds up
suspense – should be taken as one for the purpose of marking. We should not be worried if
candidates blur the distinction between them.
What may prove problematic is if candidates cannot see that Poe is creating an unreliable narrator or
cannot see that Poe himself is not the narrator. There may be exceptions to this, but a script is
extremely unlikely to reach the 9–11 band range if it has not (even with the aid of the bullet points)
understood this basic starting-point.
Once this has been appreciated, differentiation will probably derive from the ability of the candidate to
move through the bullet points, from a perception that the narrator is indeed mad, to analysis of what
he says and does that shows he is mad, to an examination of the style of the piece, the jerkiness of
the prose, the compulsive repetitions, the overwrought emphases.
As ever, the best answers will show the ability to tie these strands together and reveal a personal
engagement with the passage.
It might be possible for able candidates to stand back critically from this passage and, while showing
what Poe is attempting, to be less than enthusiastic about the melodramatic result. The question
does not encourage this approach, but if we find any candidates confident enough to plough their own
furrow, we should be ready to reward.
Marks 2–5

There will probably be a general response to the situation rather than the writing in
this band. For the higher marks in the range there will be some details brought to
bear. There may be little idea that the narrator is a creation of Poe. We might see, in
this range, a straightforward and unsubtle narration of the story with little or no
attempt to show the effect on the reader. Answers may also be very brief.

Marks 6–8

There may be an elementary response to some of the things the narrator says, thinks
and does but they will normally be taken at face value. For example, candidates
might note that he is ‘nervous’ but be unable to link this with his denial that he is mad.
They may be unable to perceive that his crime is essentially motiveless. While we will
expect some elementary or hesitant treatment of the first two bullet points, we will not
expect very much – or any - response to the third. We may also see in this mark
range a straightforward narration of the ‘story’ with only an implication of how the
reader will be affected by it from the way it is retold, and no specific analysis. There
may also be serious misunderstandings evident in this range.
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There should be evident an understanding that the narrator is unstable and a little
evidence adduced to demonstrate this. This will probably be at a fairly straightforward
level, perhaps referring to his obsession with the old man’s eye, the slowness of his
entry, the lack of motive in what he was doing. There may be little or no reference to
the style of the piece, but there should be the beginnings of an understanding of how
Poe seeks to engage the reader’s interest or creates suspense.
In this range, there may be some narrative answers, but these will implicitly answer the
question, demonstrating an engagement with the suspense by the way the narrative is
presented and the details selected.
There may be some minor errors of understanding in this range, but this will not
normally include a misunderstanding of how Poe has created an unreliable narrator.

Marks 12–14

There should be a clear appreciation of the flaws in the character of the narrator and a
reasonable amount of evidence to show that he is unstable in the extreme. This will
include straightforward details of what he says, thinks and does with, for the higher
marks in this range, a clear, critical attitude to these and a reluctance to take them at
face value. Also there will be an elementary response to the third bullet point, with
perhaps commentary on features such as the repetition of adverbs – ‘very’, ‘cautiously’,
‘steadily’ – or the rhetorical questions anticipating the reader’s response. There may
be hesitant attempts to explore some of the sentence structures, although one
suspects that this level of analysis will be found more in the Band 3 range. There will
probably be a secure overall understanding of how the fact that the narrator is unstable
affects the reader, but a very subtle analysis of this is not expected in this range.

Marks 15–17

There should be no doubt at all that the candidate has appreciated the instability of the
narrator and perceived how this is demonstrated largely through the way he speaks. It
then follows that one should look critically at what he says – for example, did it really
take an hour for him to put his head into the room or was this a conclusion of his febrile
imagination? How misplaced are his feelings of amusement and self-congratulation?
Was it really necessary to visit the old man for seven nights before committing the
murder, considering his advantages in strength?
We should also expect in this range the beginnings of an engagement with the
polemical style of the narrative. More able analyses of this difficult aspect will be found
in the Bands 1–2 range, but we should reward any attempt to refer to the unusual
patterns in sentence construction, the engagement with the imagined reader, the way
the style prolongs the agony of the waiting.
All of this should lead to a clear answer to the central question on how Poe engages
the reader’s attention and builds up suspense.

Marks 18–20

The focus should be clearly on the way Poe engages the reader at the beginning of the
story, similar to the obsessed marriage guest in ‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’. The
narrator will not let the reader go and candidates in this range should be aware of how
Poe effects this. While the wedding guest ‘holds him with his glittering eye’, Poe’s
narrator does it with his words, with his sharp exclamations, his imperatives, his
emphatic repetitions. The candidate should also be able to appreciate the build up of
suspense with the protraction of the action reflected in the narrative style.
Answers in this range might also explore more complex aspects of the narrator’s
psychological make-up, the vein of self-congratulation running throughout the piece,
the odd sources of amusement, the insane concepts of normality that he harbours.
There are plenty of ideas a lively mind can latch on to. As always, we are not looking
for inclusiveness in commentaries at this level, but an ability to engage with the
passage at a more sophisticated level. This might in some instances include a
rejection of what Poe has done, but such criticism should be accompanied by a clear
awareness of what Poe is trying to do at various levels.
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